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PRINCE GARRETT

Possibilities, Potentiality,
Playfulness and Promise!
Prince Garrett is a multimedia book series, that takes young Prince
Garrett and his faithful dog companion, Zeus on daily adventures that
create possibilities, potentiality,playfulness, and promise.

Prince Garrett

“Sometimes we
need someone else
to point out our
possibilities!”

WWW.PRINCEGARRETT.COM
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PRINCE GARRETT

The Multimedia Series That Cares
Prince Garrett is a multimedia series that
touches children on all levels: through visuals,
music, sound, game apps, audio books, ereaders and the web. In addition to helping
children embrace the love of reading, the series
has an on-going theme for the love of nature.
Prince Garrett lives in Milford Forest with his
friends. He is a steward of his world.
Throughout the series the young prince and his
faithful companion gets an opportunity to learn
about their environment in their daily
adventures.

When the young prince is given the chance to
explore, he is innately curious which leads him
to ask questions and seek answers.
‘Chef’, the royal chef
and sage (wise man)
provides lessons of
wisdom and
development for
Prince Garrett that
makes a difference in
their world.

WWW.PRINCEGARRETT.COM

Milford Forest

These wonderfully illustrated picture books, the
sing-along songs, and the game application (app)
are created by career coach and motivational
speaker, Jannie Pilgrim. The Prince Garrett series
makes learning fun and interactive, and is
designed to reinforce positive self-image. Just like
Prince Garrett, all children can recognize their
strengths and realize their potential.

Available at select retailers and
amazon.com & Barnes & Noble

Breakfast for a Prince

Prince Garrett is searching for the breakfast of
his dreams. He looks to Chef for help. Can Chef
make a breakfast that’s fit for a prince?

Winter 2013

www.princegarrett,com

The Beautiful Book of Possibilities

Available at select retailers and
amazon.com & Barnes & Noble

Prince Garrett’s Journal

Prince Garrett and his dog Zeus goes out for the day
in Holland and discovers a world of possibilities.
Their adventures lead them to life’s miracles. Prince
Garrett and Zeus meet a few friends along the way
that help them discover what’s possible.

The Prince Garrett Journal is the perfect
companion for kids of all ages! With it’s open
pages and smart design, The Prince Garrett
Journal is designed to spark the imagination as
your child writes about all of the exciting and
adventurous things that take place in their daily
lives.

Spring 2014

Winter 2014

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 29, 2016
Contact: Jannie Pilgrim, Author
jannie.pilgrim@thedealfm.com

"No Matter What!" reinforces self-esteem and helps kids learn what
matters most, "They Matter!"
As children get ready for their first day of school, some
may get the jitters. "No Matter What!", allows parents to
begin empowering their children with words of
encouragement, inspiration, and support.
It is especially critical that children begin to understand
their worth, as bullying is on the rise. The topic of bullying
can be challenging to say the least. What we hope to
foster, is a safe environment for children that provides a
feeling of empowerment. This can provide the will to help
children speak out against bullying in their community,
and it's just in time for back to school.
Jannie Pilgrim, the author of "No Matter What!" and the
Prince Garrett series of books, has a vision to create a
world where children's thoughts center on possibility!
When a child is faced with adversity like bullying, she or
he will inherently know that they have the power to affect
change. Prince Garrett inspires the ability to tap into that
potential, along with hope, vision, and a sense of worth.

Jannie herself faced bullying as a child, and felt that she could not speak out against it.
She said, "I felt like I didn't have a voice." The subject of bullying still hits close to home
Pilgrim says, sharing that bullying has also affected her nephew, causing him deep
depression at times.
She wants to be part of the solution. In addition to writing,
"No Matter What!" and "The Beautiful Book of Possibilities",
she has authored four other books within the series, and
began working with schools to create and deliver antibullying programs. The programs are entitled BE A HERO!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jannie Pilgrim holds a Master’s
of Science in Human Resources
and a Postgraduate degree in
Training and Development from
the Milano Graduate School of
The New School University. With
15+ years experience in Human
Resources, Project Management,
Talent Acquisition, and Training
and Development, Jannie has
worked for several Fortune 500
companies. These would include
Standard & Poor’s, and New York
Life. Jannie launched The Prince Garrett Series in 2012, and has written six books. The
titles include: "Breakfast for a Prince", "The Prince Garrett's Journal", "How the Moth
Turned into a Butterfly", "The Beautiful Book of Possibilities", "A Prince Garrett
Christmas", and the newest book, "No Matter What!".
NOTES TO EDITORS:

For press inquiries, including promotional photos, interviews, and requests for review
copies, please call (917) 750-1738 or email jannie.pilgrim@gmail.com.
ENDS

"No Matter What!" is published by The Deal Press, a division of The Deal, LLC
Picture Book $11.85 on Amazon • ISBN: 9780991569410
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Prince Garrett is on Youtube

Prince Garrett’s Channel is where ROYAL FANS
can check out videos and adventures of Garrett
Land- it's easy, breezy and lemon squeezy!

PG’s Channel is a nice addition
to the Multimedia series

Now kids can read books, listen to the music
of Garrett Land, play games, and now check
out videos housed in one place. Check out
Prince Garrett and friends for yourself.

Media: Diamond Williams
917-750-1738
jannie.pilgrim@gmail.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 8, 2015

BOOK TEACHES CHILDREN CRITICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS

Does your child have an interest in delving into exciting and magical tales? Are
you interested in developing and increasing your child’s reading level during the
summer? Look no further, the “Prince Garrett” book series is here!
Author, Jannie Pilgrim provides your child with the ability to tap into the world of
Prince Garrett, a curious young boy who goes on adventures through Garrett
Land with his companion, Zeus the dog. “The Beautiful Book of Possibilities,”
“Breakfast for a Prince” and the most current read, “How the Moth Turned Into A
Butterfly can now become an essential part of your child’s summer reading list,
as it develops critical and problem-solving skills.
Pilgrim shows kids not just how to move past adversity, but how to persevere in
the face of it with her new book, How The Moth Turned Into A Butterfly published
Summer of 2015.
Through the eyes of a determined moth, children will see, how to respond to
challenges with qualities like courage, character and self-belief.
Here are key features the book will add to your child’s experience:
❏“Prince Garrett” books are educational and highly informative for the mind of a
young reader by promoting the development and expansion of vocabulary and
❏
❏
❏
❏

pronunciation.
The series is visually appealing to the eye. Bold colors of depicted characters and scenery effortlessly brings
stories to life.
Story lines evolve into a valuable, well-thought out message. These messages present an element of hope, as
well as encourages the child to reach he/she's highest potential.
The language in the Prince Garrett book series deeply appeals to the mind of a young reader. Each word
dynamically peaks the adventurous, precocious and creative side of a child.
"Songs of Garrett Land" is now available on princegarrett.com for your child's listening pleasure. Here, your child
can learn that "Everything Is Possible," and sing along with "Bull Frogs Anthem."
Summer readers can purchase a copy their very own book from the “Prince Garrett” series, at www.amazon.com
and BarnesandNoble.com. Visit princegarrett.com for more information on the series.
About the Author
Jannie Pilgrim is the founder of The Deal, LLC, a career consulting firm that provides transformative coaching
to aide individuals in their pursuit of personal and career goals.
Jannie holds a Master’s of Science in Human Resources and a postgraduate degree in Training and
Development from the Milano Graduate School of The New School University. Jannie has over 15 years of
experience in Human Resources, project management, talent acquisition and training development for
Fortune 500 companies.

Media Contact:
Eartha Hicks
Marie Johnson
Tel: (212)917-750-1738
252-6859
Email: jannie.pilgrim@gmail.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: April 15, 2014

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER LAUCHES CHILDREN’S
MULTIMEDIA SERIES
NEW YORK, NY – Jannie Pilgrim has built a brand as a career coach. She has been a
keynote fixture at conferences and she has also facilitated lectures throughout the
graduate and post-graduate university system. Her passion is empowering individuals to
self-evaluate and recognize their strengths, to be proactive and more productive.
In 2013, it was Jannie’s own son who inspired her to write a book that would
encourage children to tap into their own potential. Breakfast for a Price is a 40-page
picture book, illustrated by David North and released by Jannie’s own imprint, The Deal
Press. This story follows Prince Garrett, named for Jannie’s son, and his loyal
companion Zeus. Young readers develop critical thinking and problem-solving skills
along Prince Garrett’s quest to find the breakfast of his dreams.
Breakfast for a Prince is the first book in the Prince Garrett series, a series that has
already spawned two sing-along songs, “Possible, Everything is Possible” and “Bullfrog
Anthem,” as well as a game application (app) entitled, “Adventures in Garrett Land”
now available on GooglePlay.
“Our children are bombarded with entirely too many negative influences,” says Jannie Pilgrim, life coach, career
coach, and proud mommy of a six-year-old. “In order to sustain a positive self image in our children, especially our little
boys, we as parents have to instill in them how great they are and reinforce that message. The earlier we get started, the
better.”

About the Author
Jannie Pilgrim serves on the board of directors of the New York Metro Chapter of the National Black MBA
Association. She holds a Master’s of Science in Human Resources and a Postgraduate degree in Training and
Development from the Milano Graduate School of The New School University. With 15+ years experience in
Human Resources, project management, talent acquisition, and training and development, for Fortune 500
companies, such as Standard & Poor’s, and New York Life, Jannie launched The Deal, LLC in 2012. This
consulting firm provides transformative coaching to aid individuals in their pursuit of personal and career goals, as
well as business seeking to boost productivity. Jannie also hosts a talk radio show under the same brand,
www.blogtalkradio.com/dealfm.
For more information, visit: http://www.virtuesforest.com.

NOTES TO EDITORS:
For press inquiries, including promotional photos, interviews, and requests for review copies, please call (212) 2526859 or email Eartha Hicks, director of promotional services at jannie.pilgrim@gmail.com.

ENDS

Breakfast for a Prince is published by The Deal Press, a division of The Deal, LLC
Picture Book $10.95 • ISBN: 978-0-6159-2628-5
www.princegarrett.com
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MEDIA CONTACT:
Marie Johnson
917-750-1738

CHILDREN’S AUTHOR JANNIE PILGRIM RELEASES HER THIRD BOOK

“PRINCE GARRETT JOURNAL” ON AMAZON.COM AND
BARNESANDNOBLE.COM FROM THE POPULAR “THE PRINCE
GARRETT SERIES”

FORMER HR EXECUTIVE TURNED CHILDREN’S
AUTHOR & STAY-AT-HOME MOM JANNIE PILGRIM
INSPIRES KIDS TO BEAT ANY ODDS THROUGH
THE GIFT OF POSSIBILITIES!
New York, NY - Children’s author, motivational speaker and creator of
the ever-growing “The Prince Garrett Series,” Jannie Pilgrim, takes
readers on a new journey of adventure and discoveries with her latest
interactive book “The Prince Garrett Journal”, the the third book in the
series and is the perfect champion for kids of all ages! With it’s open
pages and smart design, The Prince Garrett Journal is designed to
spark the imagination as your child writes about all of the exciting and
adventurous things that take place in their daily lives.
Inspired by her son Garrett’s love for learning, Pilgrim set out to create a
book that helps kids narrate their own real-life adventure. Whether its at
school, on the playground or at home, youth can use their words or
select sight words within the journal to capture their moments. The
journal has added spaces to draw and photos!
“My intention was to create wonderfully illustrated picture books that makes learning fun and that reinforces
positive self-images. Like the main character Prince Garrett, I wanted all children to recognize their strength and
realize their own potential,” says Pilgrim.
Pilgrim never imagined that her background as a Human Resource executive would eventually land her into writing
children’s books. Inspired while walking together with her son and their dog through their neighborhood, Jannie
would create stories to tell her precocious Garrett. These imaginative stories of a Prince named Garrett and his
faithful companion Zeus quickly became treasured moments for both Jannie and her son Garrett. So invaluable,
that Pilgrim began to consider the possibility of children all over the world sharing in these same stories about the
treasure buried within and the wealth of their own potential. “The Prince Garrett Series” is a multimedia series that
currently includes 3 books, sing-along companion songs and a game application app (“Adventures in Garrett
Land”) that can be found on GooglePlay.

“Positive suggestions are exactly what children in today’s world need more than ever to make better
choices. Especially, in the multicultural society that we now live, I also thought it was important to
highlight a main character of color as we expose them to a whole world of possibilities.
About the Author
Jannie Pilgrim is the founder of The Deal, LLC, a career consulting firm that provides transformative coaching to aide individuals in their
pursuit of personal and career goals. Jannie also hosts a blog radio talk show under the same name, www.blogtalkradio.com/dealfm.
Jannie also serves on the Board of Directors of the New York Metro Chapter of the National BlackMBA Association. Jannie holds a
Master’s of Science in Human Resources and a postgraduate degree in Training and Development from the Milano Graduate School of
The New School University. Jannie has over 15 years of experience in Human Resources, project management, talent acquisition and
training development for Fortune 500 companies.

Media Contact:
Eartha Hicks
Tel: (212) 252-6859
Email: jannie.pilgrim@gmail.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: June 9, 2014

PICTUREBOOK EMPOWERS CHILDREN
NEW YORK, NY – Motivational speaker, Jannie Pilgrim’s passion has been
coaching individuals in the post-graduate arena for over a decade. In 2013,
inspired by her own six-year-old son, she launched the Prince Garrett book
series to encourage other children to tap into their own potential. The second
in the series, The Beautiful Book of Possibilities is illustrated by David North
and again released by Jannie’s imprint, The Deal Press. This story follows
Prince Garrett and his loyal companion Zeus. As they venture into Garrett
Land, encountering a host of unique characters and uncovering a world of
possibilities, young readers are able to follow along, discover and appreciate
their own uniqueness.
The Beautiful Book of Possibilities is the second book in the Prince
Garrett series. The series also has two companion sing-along songs, “Possible,
Everything is Possible” and “Bullfrog Anthem,” and a game application (app) on GooglePlay as well, entitled
“Adventures in Garrett Land.”
“Positive suggestions are exactly what children need to make better choices,” says Jannie Pilgrim, career
coach and motivational speaker. “If we expose them to a world of possibilities, they realize their potential is
limitless.”

About the Author
Jannie Pilgrim serves on the board of directors of the New York Metro Chapter of the National Black MBA
Association. She holds a Master’s of Science in Human Resources and a Postgraduate degree in Training and
Development from the Milano Graduate School of The New School University. With 15+ years experience in
Human Resources, project management, talent acquisition, and training and development, for Fortune 500
companies, such as Standard & Poor’s, and New York Life, Jannie launched The Deal, LLC in 2012. This
consulting firm provides transformative coaching to aid individuals in their pursuit of personal and career
goals, as well as business seeking to boost productivity. Jannie also hosts a talk radio show under the same
brand, www.blogtalkradio.com/dealfm.

NOTES TO EDITORS:
For press inquiries, including promotional photos, interviews, and requests for review copies, please call (212) 252-6859 or
email Eartha Hicks, director of promotional services at jannie.pilgrim@gmail.com.

ENDS

The Beautiful Book of Possibilities is published by The Deal Press, a division of The Deal, LLC
PRICE: $10.95 • ISBN: 978-1-4910-8579-0

www.princegarrett.com

Jannie Pilgrim is a professional motivator.
She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration from Baruch
College of the City University of New York and has earned a Master of
Science degree in Human Resource and a postgraduate degree in
Training and Development from the Milano Graduate School of The
New School University. Jannie has 15+ years experience as a Human
Resources executive. With expertise in talent acquisition and training
and development, Jannie has served as project manager and recruiter
for Fortune 500 companies, such as Standard & Poor’s and New York
Life, as well as for other major corporations such as CBRE, CPR Institute or Dispute Resolution, and UPS.
Ms. Pilgrim currently serves on the board of directors of the New York Metro Chapter of the National
Black MBA Association and also does work to support various professional networks, philanthropic
initiatives, and organizations that benefit the community. Included among these are: ALPFA
(Association of Latin Professionals in Finance and Accounting), Asian MBA, ASCEND, National Black
MBA Association, NABA (National Association of Black Accounts), Hispanic MBA, WINS (Women's Initiative for Networking and Success), The Consortium for Graduate School in Management, InRoads,
NSCS (The National Society of Collegiate Scholars), and The Robert Toigo Foundation.
In 2012, Jannie. Pilgrim launched The Deal, LLC. This consulting firm provides transformative coaching to aid individuals in their pursuit of personal and career goals, as well as business seeking to
boost productivity. Jannie hosts a talk radio show under the same brand, www.blogtalkradio.com/
dealfm. She produces an internet TV series on transnational career coaching, and also produces a
community-based radio show called iConnections for Your Soul.
Jannie Pilgrim was inspired by her six-year-old son, Garrett. She never
imagined that her background as a Human Resource executive would
lead her to write children’s books. Often, while walking together in
their Holland Township neighborhood, Jannie would make up stories to
tell her precocious son, Garrett, empowering stories of a Prince named
Garrett and his faithful companion Zeus (named after Garrett’s dog).
These moments were treasured, and so invaluable that Jannie considered the possibility of children all over the world learning and having
fun, but also realizing the wealth of their potential.
The Prince Garrett multimedia series was designed to develop critical thinking and problem solving
in children.
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Find Prince Garrett & Friends in Book Stores Near You!

Game Application (APP)
Adventures in Garrett Land

Video Short “Possible, Everything is Possible”

Single “Possible, Everything is Possible

Video Short “Bullfrog Anthem”

Single “Bullfrog Anthem”

WHAT PARENTS ARE SAYING….
“Jannie Pilgrim captures, with childlike imagination, a child’s amazing and purposeful adventure —
with lessons adults can appreciate! [I’m] looking forward to sharing with my three children the
entire Prince Garrett series!!!”
—Ruby Wilson
“My daughter and I enjoyed sharing this book very much. The illustrations are superb and the
story is a fun read. I highly recommend this book for all families. We are already looking forward to
the rest of Prince Garrett’s adventures!!”
—Renee Tang
“Excellent reading for any age. My eleven-year-old daughter loves to read this book over and over
again. I highly recommend this book.”
—Maragarita Wolmard
“I love this book. The story is so adorable and the illustrations are amazing. I will read this book to
my grandchildren over and over again. I can’t wait to read the next book in the series.”
—Linda Howell
“Creative! [I] highly recommend as an addition to your child’s library. [I’m] looking forward to
other books to come in this series.”
—Robert Colbert

Connect with Jannie Pilgrim

www.janniepilgrim.com

www.princegarrett.com

www.thedealfm.com

Jannie Pilgrim

PRINCE GARRETT EVENTS
JOIN US!

WWW.PRINCEGARRETT.COM

OPEN A WORLD OF POSSIBILITES

The Musical

Have a Royal Experience

The Beautiful Book of

Possibilities
www.princegarrett.com

Prince Garrett and his Beautiful Book
of Possibilities, is the perfect family
musical. Energetic, educational and
fun for the entire family.

The Beautiful Book
of

Possibilities

Mother Oak Tree

Beautiful Butterfly

Mr. Bullfrog

Chef

Changing Lives
One Preformance
At a time

INTO THE
SCHOOLS
( WITH PRINCE GARRETT )

Prince Garrett Brings the love of reading to life with books, arts, music and plays.
Contact us to have the Prince and Friends share the magic of possibilities!
Contact us

WWW.PRINCEGARRETT.COM

